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A brand-new series, a brand-new
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AEC marketing mind expansion.
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The Marketing
Course

An unprecedented program,
prepared exclusively for those
with responsibilities for bringing
work into an AEC firm.
$995 per participant

The Marketing Course covers all the knowledge you need to plan, execute and
manage a marketing and business development effort.
The Marketing Course provides participants with a complete understanding of and
competence in the strategies and tactics needed to successfully position, promote and
sell AEC services. Whether you’re new to the business, an emerging leader wanting
to become familiar with the marketing function, or an experienced professional, this
program covers AEC marketing from A to Z.

Program Contents

The material is presented in six modules with each module
divided into a series of individual tutorials on micro-topics
in AEC marketing.
In addition to learning the content, participants also
receive a complete set of marketing tools, guidelines,
checklists and templates that can be used to manage the
marketing program of any AEC firm.
Module 1:
Marketing Positioning, Planning and
		Administration
Module 2:
Brand Building
Module 3:
Business Development
Module 4:
Sales (Proposals and Presentations)
Module 5:
Client Service and Feedback
Module 6:
Review and Exam
Participants who pass the exam receive a certificate of
completion and competence in AEC Marketing.
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Topic area:
Marketing Strategy & Planning
You’ve never seen anything like this before!
Give us about 90 minutes and we’ll explore a new topic and a new way of
thinking about your AEC marketing, sales and business development.
Brought to you from a broadcast-quality studio setting with real people talking,
laughing, engaging and guiding you to become a more effective Marketer.

How Marketing Works: The logic behind the tactics

Get everyone on the same page with a full understanding of the objectives,
methods and tools of a comprehensive marketing program. Covering the
territory from strategic positioning through branding-building, sales, business
development and customer service, it clearly explains the objectives and methods
for each stage and the interactivity between them.
$249

Launch! Your Marketing Year

The six most critical things you need to do right now to light the fuse and launch
your marketing rocket in the New Year. Nothing difficult, expensive or illegal. But
decidedly outside your comfort zone! Be ready to embrace some truly innovative
concepts and leading-edge practices.
$249
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I just finished watching your Negotiation Training program. Great stuff. I’ve
suggested to our VP that we add this training to our Project Management 101
training. Thanks,
Ben W. Volk, P.E.
J-U-B ENGINEERS, Inc.

Build Your Slam-Dunk Marketing Plan: Right Now!

Short, sweet, and actionable. This hugely practical program will walk you through
the process of creating the ‘perfect-for-your-firm’ marketing and business
development plan that you can implement immediately. No generic plan, it’ll be a
marketing plan that is custom-made for your firm.
$249

The Crystal Ball Session

So much continues to change in AEC marketing! This session is going to look at
where we’ve been, what we’ve brought along that’s worth holding onto, what we
should toss in the trash, and where we’re headed tomorrow. It’s going to explain
what’s going on in the marketplace and why you’re seeing these massive changes.

$249

The Half-Time Marketing Checkup

It’s half-time and it’s time to review the game so far and make the necessary
adjustments so we can be sure of the win. This program will guide you through
a review of your marketing activities at mid-year. It will help you assess your
success to date, analyze the shortcomings and make the adjustments that will prep
you for a strong finish.
$249

Profitable Marketing: Measuring Your Marketing ROI

Measuring the return on your marketing and business development investment
can be tricky, but it can, and should be done. This important session will give you
real guidelines, real numbers and key performance indicators that will let you
measure and track your marketing ROI and compare your results against the best
practices in the design professions.
$249
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Topic area:
Brand-building
Coke, Apple and You: How to build and leverage your powerful brand

Traditional marketing alone does not give design firms enough control over the
inevitable economic peaks and valleys. A strong brand can ‘jump-start’ strong
relationships that will lead to reliable growth. This program will show you how to
implement strategies that create a strong and valuable brand image for your firm
that clients will seek out and value.
$249

Front Page! How to write a press release and benefit from the media

Firms want good press coverage to build their brands and create positive PR. This
program shows you how to craft a press release that will get the attention of the
media. And then it shows you how to handle the reporters who show up at your
door chasing good news or bad.
$249

Thanks….I completed this course earlier this month…excellent content, presentation
and pace!
Tim Boyce
S. W. Cole Engineering, Inc.
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Thanks for all of the wonderful insight and experience you shared with us in the
Marketing Course!
Jonna Valentine
SNC-Lavalin Group Inc.

Topic area:
Business Development &
Networking
Making it Rain: Business Development for the Seller-Doer		

Many Seller-Doers cringe when they’re asked to step up on the ‘Seller’ side of
the equation. Fortunately, there are simple, useful and surprisingly effective ways
for project managers, business unit leaders and senior engineers and architects
to become really productive business developers. This perspective-changing
program will teach you the secrets, the shortcuts, the ‘business development
hacks’ of the world’s best Seller-Doers.
$249

Find Your Business Development Strength

This breakthrough program introduces a brand new set of tools that will totally
transform your firm’s approach to business development and have everyone
pitching in. You’ll learn how to screen for the skills and aptitudes that indicate
business development strength, develop personalized coaching and motivational
programs and lay out a business development program that lets everyone
contribute their unique talents and enthusiasm.
$249

The Master Class in Business Networking

Masters in the art of business networking make everyone feel instantly
comfortable, welcome and important. They’re not pushy or aggressive and yet
they tremendously successful in sales. In this program you’re going to learn the
tips, tools and tricks that will help you build, expand and nurture a priceless
business network.
$249
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Topic area:
Proposal Writing
How bad do you want it?
How to develop and implement a proposal win strategy

Like the coach who’s determined to win Sunday’s game, your proposal efforts
need a game plan and a strategy for winning. This lively, engaging and intensely
practical program will give you a guided five-step process that makes your
proposal laser-focused on your client’s needs and priorities. It will show you how
to stand out from the huge pile of ‘me-too’ proposals of all your competitors.
$249

Five Steps to Proposal Success
A simple guide to stunningly successful proposals

Statistics suggest that many firms spend upwards of 50% of their marketing
budget on proposals but have hit rates below 30%. This important program will
walk you through the five critical elements that will make all the difference and
show you very specific techniques for planning, page layout, and writing that will
put your proposal at the top of your client’s ‘I-want-to-select-YOU! list.
$249

Writing in Teams
How to write a dynamic proposal and avoid killing each other
This program will show you how to get everyone cooperating, contributing the
highest and best of their talents for a top-notch proposal. You’ll find out how to
meet the challenges that arise when technical professionals work with marketers
and business developers Who should do what, when to insist and when to back
off, how to get feedback, and why ‘empathetic editing’ can save the day.
$249

I’m really enjoying the class – today was another great session!
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Christine King
BETA Group, Inc.

Great webcast! It’s refreshing to see this all put together comprehensively from both big picture and
detailed perspectives. Thanks again,
Mike Wert
Hart Crowser

Beyond Eye Candy: Graphic Design for AEC Proposals
Graphic design, page layout, font selection and color choice can significantly
add to or detract from a client’s ability and willingness to give your proposal the
attention it deserves. This program will show you how to use graphic design to
ensure your proposal is not only attractive, but visually organized for ease of
information finding, reading and retention.
$249

Own Their Eyeballs!
How to create proposals that clients will actually read

If your proposals seem like they could put you to sleep, you need to participate
in this program. This decidedly outside-the-fence program will introduce you
to some very unusual techniques designed to create a stunning first impression,
communicate your qualifications and value persuasively and get you to the top of
the short list.
$249

What’s your point?
How to write and edit for clear, engaging and persuasive proposals

Proposals should be understandable, accessible and engaging. This program will
analyze readability, teach you to write in an accessible style, uncover the powerful
stories you need to tell and balance both right- and left-brain. Using real, beforeand-after examples you’ll learn the importance of using the right words, in the
right order and why some words are more persuasive than others.
$249
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Topic area:
Presentation Skills
Nailed it!: How to plan and deliver the best presentation ever

Most presentations are dull, sleep-inducing and lame. But this program will show
you how to plan and deliver a presentation that engages your audience from start
to fantastic finish. Using new ways to order your content, deliver with clarity
and enthusiasm and design attractive visuals, your presentations will become
delightful, energetic, effective and memorable.
$249

Going for Gold
How to make it past the short list and into the winner’s circle

Far too many firms regularly make it to the short list, but struggle to win it all
in the end. This program will show you how to choose the right projects, get the
inside scoop on the client, build a winning game plan and deliver a winner-takesall presentation. Like consistent winners, you’ll learn how to make it happen time
and time again.
$249

Smile! Breathe!
Overcoming butterflies, nausea and cold sweats to give an engaging and
memorable presentation
The ability to make an engaging and memorable presentation is a vital business
skill. In this program you’ll learn to overcome your natural jitters, discover and
leverage your own style, engage with your audience and avoid reading bullet
points from your PowerPoint slides. If you want new tips to become a better
presenter, this program is exactly what you need.
$249

Sealing the Deal
How to cut through all the objections and get to The Close
In this program, you’ll learn the closing techniques of the world’s best salespeople.
Not the hard sell. Not the pressure tactics. Just the natural progression that walks
your client from, “Maybe…” from, “Let me talk to my partners…” from, “I’ll
get back to you…” to “YES!” The best salespeople guide their clients forward,
removing obstacles, creating excitement and sealing the deal.
$249

Topic area:
Client Service & Feedback
Win! Win!
Hold your own and get a fair deal no matter who you’re negotiating with
Working to achieve ‘Win-Win’ agreements, this program looks at the vital skills
you need to bring your contract negotiations to a fair conclusion. You’ll study
power and who holds it. You’ll learn to choose the right negotiating strategy,
to properly prepare yourself, and to use effective tactics to work through the
bargaining process on your way to a fair outcome.
$249

Keeping Clients For Life:
Customer Service Strategies that Pay Huge Dividends
In this program you’ll find out why clients leave to go elsewhere and what you can
do to ensure they stay and continue to come back to you for project after project.
You’ll learn what over-the-top customer service can look like in an AE firm,
the surprising advantage of making a mistake and what we can learn from your
Kindergarten teacher.
$249

Five Star Rating: How to obtain and implement real client feedback
This session will show you how to get honest feedback from your clients and
what to do once you know their opinions. You’ll learn a variety of feedback
techniques and how to integrate client comments into your improvement process.
Few firms seek client feedback yet the most common reason clients leave is poor
communications. This program will help you seek that feedback and stop those
losses.
$249

The Entrepreneurial Project Manager
Perfecting the balance of the Seller-Doer

The Project Manager is responsible for both selling and doing but many struggle
with the selling side of the equation. This program will give you the strategies, the
tactics and the confidence to be adept at both roles. If you’re responsible for both
bringing in and executing work and want to upgrade your performance on the
selling side, this program is for you.
$249
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About your Host & Instructor
David Stone
One of the leading marketing thinkers in the AEC industry, David
Stone has advised hundreds of design and construction firms around
the globe ranging in size from one person to $2 billion in annual
revenue. He is the author of 15 books and is a sought-after speaker
at design and construction conferences around the world. Trained as
an Architect, he has served in every position in a firm and launched
four of his own companies. He has witnessed and dealt with the
massive changes this industry faces and continues to explore new
ways to promote and sell design and construction services.
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